Dear parents/students,
Re: Curriculum work for geography.
Further to information sent out by Mrs McIver-Wren, regarding schoolwork being placed on Microsoft
Teams for homework, absence and in the event of needing to isolate at home, the following information
for geography is outlined below.
Year 7 and Year 8 :- homework tasks will be placed on Go4Schools and this will then direct students to
tasks placed on Teams clearly identified as homework tasks. Any relevant resource material they need
to complete the task will be attached as a document. Students will complete the task online and attach
relevant Word documents before submitting that work for marking.
GCSE and A Level classes: - homework tasks will be placed on Go4Schools and this will then direct
students to tasks placed on Microsoft Teams clearly identified as homework tasks. Any relevant
resource material and PowerPoints they need to complete the task will be attached as a document.
Students will complete the task online and attach relevant Word documents before submitting that
work for marking.
It is vital student's complete homework tasks as they will be exam questions based on what has been
learnt in class. These will used for assessment data.
Students will also need to complete homework tasks set during their absence as this is exam question
based.
In the event of students' absence and/or if they are isolating at home, students will find the relevant
work they need to complete clearly labelled as absence / isolation work. The work here will consist of
numbered lessons with unit heading so students can find the lesson they missed. Each lesson will consist
of a PowerPoint and any resources needed. The PowerPoint will clearly outline what the tasks are.
Students can complete the work by either adding new slides or creating a Word document. The work
then needs submitting with any appropriate documents attached for marking.
Paper copies are available to any students who have no computer or Internet access. Please notify the
school if this is the case so staff are aware of who this applies too.
If you have any queries, please contact Mrs. Fagan or individual class teacher.
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